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Central Forensic Science Laborrtorr, I)Lrne unclr"'r' I)ircctoratc ol Forcnsic
Scicrcc
Scrvices, Ministry of Honre Affairs. Governrnent of India, intends to procure
Brain Electrical
oscillation Signature Profiring Sl,stenr (BIoS) fbr estabrishrncnt ol Forensic psychorogy
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BRAIN ELECl'RICAL OSCILLATION SIGNA]'URE PROFI I.,ING SYSTEi\T

Technical

S

ecilications

A comprehensive Brain Electrical Oscillation Signature Profiling (BEOS) system that
can dctect Experiential Knowledge in a subject by analyzing thc brain Elcctrical activity
recorded from the scalp of the head from at least 30 sensors, and its response to specific stimuli
that invoke / probe certain autobiographic memories.

l. Mandatory
a)

Featu res

The system should be built for use in a Forensic

/

Suspect Screening environment,

including automated reports, data security and case management.
b)

The system should have demonstrable single trail analysis, processing beyond the basic
Concealed Intbrmation Test i Guilt Knowledge Test

c)

The system and software should be specialized for suspect screening examination and use

at least 30 channels of EEG data for recording and data analysis. The system should
record and report real time eye movement and ECG in the recording charts.
d)

The system should mandatorily and automatically dif'ferentiate and reporl cognitive
processes such as primary processing, encoding, artifacts, presence

of

sensory

-

motor

imageries etc.
e)

The system should present stimuli as auditory probes, and the probes should be presented

only when tlre baseline activity is stable and acceptable
parameters

-

it should be possible to set the

for at least 4 frequency bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta) before presenting

a

probe.

f)

It should be possible to present auditory probe in any language.

c)

It should be possible to use the system on illiterate people who cannot read and write

h)

The system should perform auto analysis and reporting of BEOS data and cognitive
processing.

i)

The system should support online display of captured data

-

Online stacked FFT, Online

Spectral Brain maps.

j)

The system should have pre

-

selectable paradigms for Eyes Open

/

Eyes Closed /

Baseline and BEOS data recording.
k)

The system should be able to record audio probes trim the audio probes, and playback
audio probes and images. It should have inbuilt real time presentation of audio probes
1

time-locked

'o

BEos data, and present the BEoS
data while playing back the
audio

sentence or video displays.

l)

The system shorrld provide
dual time locked video recorrtino r^.
^
side view orthe subject.
rhe video dara shourd o.
and should be accessible
while viewing the BEOS data.
The system shourd automatically
report all responses,

^r^^

.

,
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m)

and for significant

.

2.

n)
o)

responses
separately, without nranual
selection.
The system should auto generate
reports without n
al interference or anarysis.
The system shou_d be able
to record and maintain
image, audio sentences, and
tie
them together in the form
ofa case, sublect ard re"ollieq

Basic Acquisition and A.nalysis
Features
) onrine capture and dispray of bioerectric
activity from at reasr 30 cepharic
channels. and
r EoGh, I EoGv (eye movement),
r EMG, 1 ECG and 2 or biporar
channels.
(2) Online Display of
images, audio sentences
(r

(3) Automated convr:rsion
ofcontinuous bioelectric activity
into epochs
(4) Simultaneous disolay
orprobes and activation waveform
(5) View visual prob,)s
and play audio probes
(6) Automated analy5ri5,
detection and reporting oflnattention
in subject
(7) Automared frequency
based analysis and other
analysis
(8) Auto flormatting of
baseline activity for each probe
(9) Auto frequency setting
for analysis

I0) Auto computing and identifying
artifacts in the activity produced
by each probe
( I l) Auto computing,rofires
flor processing the presence
ofExperientiar Knowledge
( l2) Autonrated Forertsic
Repon generation with indication
ofpresence/absence or
Experiential Knowledge related
to each probe
(13) Auto comparison
cf brain activity, the autonomic
rteasure and their interpretation
( 14) Auto detection
of va; types ofactivation response
types
( l5) The text of the
ou.,o"o"
presented shoLrld be a part
of the dara file generated and
non_
(

editable

2

3.

Probe Recording and Presentation System:

(l)

Have inbuilt image and Audio Stimulus program

(2) Presentation system should control the probe (image, audio) playback and
timing
(3) Probe rnanagement syslem with the ability to setup scenarios (collection ofprobes)
subjecrs
and cases

(4) Image, Audio probe editing software
(5) Auto locking ofprobes to the elechical activity captured from the brain
(6) High quality auditory presentation hardware
(7) Automatic control ofprobe presentation by rnonitoring and sensing the baseline
stability of'
the bioelectrical activity
(8) Dua[ monitors for display ofprobes to the subject and monitoring by the investigator
(9) Real time probe monitoring
4. Case Management Software:
(I)

For the managemcnt of cases already investigated, schedulecl with details of thcir probcs,
etc

(2) All Case details (Opened, Pending, Closed Cases Management)

(3) Last Accessed Cases
(4) Comparison of Subjects under Case
(5) Subject Photo and Details capture and storage
5. Hardware Specifi cations
Signal Processing hardware capable ofcapturing data for BEOS
I

.

At least 30 Cephalic Channels

2. EOGv, I EOGh channel
3. Real time Impedance Map

4. Self-calibrating system
5, Built in channels:

I ECG, I EMG channels

6. Adhesive ECG/EMG eledrodes

3

7. ECG/EMG cable connector

jig

8: ECG/EMC cable co rnectors
9. SPU should have a
on board LED display to indicate
amplifier status
10. Head box to connect
an Electrode Head Cap,
and autonomic channels
I

l.

Headgear as applicable

12' High definition

usli

camera with 30 frames per
second - one for the subject
front view with
Real time recording, timeJocked
with BEOS data
13. System should have
the at

video time locked in

*r,

,,,n.,
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sisnarure profiring erectrical
aoiviry and

6 Computers: intel i7 0r bettor processor,
RAM r6 GB, r rB
7. BEOS PROFILING POR,TABLE
SYSTEM
BEOS ponable version

Demo kit and hardware

All software with r;pecifications

8.b

porrable

8.c

portable USB
Monitor with Carry case

8.d

portable Signal processing
Unit with Carry case

8.f

Laptop

l0 0r better

-

8.a

8.e

8.

*ith

SSD with windows

latest version

/ rVorkstation wirh Carry case

Accessories including sensors
and cables

portable USB
Camora and Speakers

Supply: To all CFSLs under I)FSS,
New Delhi

9. 1'TIAI\I\G
To provide training to at
Ieast 05 scientists
covering following areas -

a)
b)
c)

from each lab afler installation
ibr 05 days by

Validation Studies

Principles

of

electrophysiology: basics
and quantification procedures.
recording
procedure, maintenance
of electrodes, etc.
Basics of Neuropsychology
ofcognition
4

d)
e)

Brain mechanisms, Neuroanatomy and neurophysiology and functional circuits

Principles of' fbrensic psychology, tbrensic investigations, recreating crime scenarios,
interogation and interview techniques, psychorogicar tcsting. Narcoanarysis. porygraph lie detection techniques.

f)
g)

Computerapplicationsinelectrophysiology
Principles of electrophysiology: level 2: quantification ofelectrical activities ofthe brain

o
.
.
o
.

Bioelectrical activity - electroencephalography, evoked potentials, event related.
potentials, activity associated with cognitive processing in the brain vis., attenrion.
signal detection, middle latency potentials, p300, Mismatch Negativity, N400,
Contingent Negative Variation, Bereitschaftspotential, Semantic processing, EEG
Changes during thinking, r,isual inragery, etc., testing hearing thresholds,
visua I acuity,

.
h)

Principles ofDesigning Probes -

o
.
i)
j)
10,

Visual analysis ofelectrical activity, artifact detection

Different scenarios and episodes.
Sequenc ing of probes

Principles of BEOS/Brain Signature profiling
Report Writing.

Warranty for the equipment

-

i) At least I waranty against all manufacturing defects

ii) AMC charges for 05 years after warranty be quoted also

iii)

Spare / accessories be available lor nexr 7 years
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